In form of analyzing data that are contaminated with outliers, important method is robust regression (RR) and RR provide resistant (stable) results in the presence of outliers. The purpose of this research is to find the relationship between variable and to develop the best model in robust regression by using breast tissue data that were taken from the UCI machine learning repository. Least trimmed square, Sestimation and MM-estimation is used to develop best fit model using Statistical Analysis System (SAS) is applied to model the robust regression. Then, by using S-estimation, LTS and MM-estimation gave the R 2 values were 0.9991, 0.9990 and 0.8185 respectively. Therefore it can be concluded that all three estimations which were Least trimmed square, S-estimation and MM-estimation were comparable.
Introduction
Breasts are made up of fat and breast tissue, along with nerves, veins, arteries and connective tissue that helps hold everything in place. The main chest muscle (the pectoralis muscle) is found between the breast and the ribs in the chest wall. Breast tissue is a complex network of lobules (small round sacs that produce milk) and ducts (canals that carry milk from the lobules to the nipple openings during breastfeeding) in a pattern that looks like bunches of grapes that called lobes [1] . The cancer cell is described in medical literature since about 2500g. c. Cancer cells are living cells whose growth and reproduction are out of control [2] . A tissue biopsy is typically used to diagnose in breast cancer. This process, which is a sample of suspect tissues is removed from the patient and sent away for histological and chemical analysis. The process basically takes 1 to 2 days, but some samples give inconclusive results and require the patient to have second biopsy. If a faster method of tissue analysis or to determine if a tissue sample is a good candidate for further screening, the cost of screening and stress endured by the patient in awaiting results could be reduced [3] .
In this research, breast tissue data is used to be tested and analysed using robust regression approach. Somehow, data will be tasted to determine it in normal distribution by using Q-Q plot. Robust regression estimators are to detect outliers and high leverage from data and upgrade the result so best model are produced. The significant variable from previous research [4] used to analyse by using Statistical Analysis System (SAS). The performance of models were considered using statistical measurement such as determination of coefficient or R square value hence evaluated under the circumstances.
Objective
This research is to examine the relationship between the independent variable and dependents variable selected by robust regression with difference estimation thus, produce the good-fit model.
Methodology
In order to analysis and robust regression, there are a few steps to be made: 1.
Identify the significant variable from previous analyses of multiple linear regressions.
2.
Investigate the correlation among variables.
3.
Determine outliers and diagnostics outliers by using Statistical Analysis System (SAS).
4.
Estimate regression model using Least Trimmed Squared, S estimation and MM estimation.
5.
Test whether independent have significant effect on the dependant variable in determination of coefficient.
The main purpose of robust regression is to detect outliers and provide resistant (stable) results in the presence of outliers. In order to achieve this stability, robust regression limits the influence of outliers. Historically, three classes of problems have been addressed with robust regression techniques:  Problems with outliers in the y-directions(response direction)  Problems with multivariate outliers in the x-space(that is, outliers in the covariate space, which are also referred to as leverage points)  Problems with outliers in both the y-direction and the x-space Many methods have been developing in response to these problems. However, in statistical application of outliers detection and robust regression, the methods most commonly used today are Huber M estimation, high breakdown value estimation and MM estimation [5] .
Least Trimmed Squared (LTS) Estimator is a high breakdown value method by Rousseeuw (1984) [6] . The breakdown value is a measure of the proportion of contamination that a procedure can withstand and still maintains its robustness [7] . Least trimmed to square defined
Where ( MM estimation, introduced by Yohai (1987), combines high breakdown values estimation and M estimation. It has both the high breakdown property and a higher statistical efficiency than S estimation [5] . The MM estimation procedure is to estimate the regression parameter using S estimation which minimize the scale of the residual from M estimation and then proceed with M estimation. MM estimation aims to obtain estimates that have a high breakdown value and more efficient. Breakdown value is a common measure of the proportion of outliers that can be addressed before these observations affect the model [7] . MM estimator is the solution of 
Set Data
The EIS data analysed here was taken from a study by of 106 freshly excised breast tissue samples. EIS was performed in the range of 488 Hz to MHz and histology was performed to classify each tissue sample as either carcinoma, fibroadenoma, mastopathy, glandular, connective or adipose tissue. This data is available publicly at the UCI Machine Learning Repository [2] . This dataset include 106 instances and each instance belongs to one class. Six classes of freshly excised tissue were studied using electrical impedance measurements. Table I present the description about six classes of tissue while Table 2 describes the description significant variable of the characteristics of the breast tissue dataset from the previous study [4] . 
Result and Discussion
Wisconsin Breast Tissue Data from UCI machine learning repository [8] are analyses by using robust regression with different estimation. Statistical Analysis System (SAS) give chi-square value using 0.05 significant level same as t test and F test. Data significant variable of breast tissue are proceed in SAS, thus to be analyses by using robust regression so can produce better result. Table III discussed about the diagnostics summary by using least trimmed squared. The outliers are detect by using LTS, about 25 observation due to standardize robust residuals exceed the cutoff value in absolute value, while 39 observations from 106 observations are leverage. The performance of R square shows high value R square (R2=0.9990) close to 1, it can verify that high correlation between dependent and independent variable. The value R square close to 1, indicating that a greater proportion of variance is accounted for by the model, thus LTS has strong good fit models. Table IV shows the parameter estimates of tissue each variable and use to create equation of the best fit model of least trimmed square. Robust regression using least trimmed squares estimation, S estimation and MM estimation produce a higher value of R square. Based on this result, independent and dependent variable show strong correlation between variable. Then, both variable have strong relation between each other. Thus, can simplify that, the model fit is strong in robust regression by using difference estimators. Furthermore, outliers and leverage do not give influence because it has a minimum amount in this breast tissue data. The results show that, least trimmed squares, MM estimation and S estimation of determination of coefficient or R 2 are 0.9990, 0,8185 and 0.9991 respectively. So, the robust regression using different estimation by using breast tissue Wisconsin data is comparable.
Conclusions
This research more focus on robust regression using least trimmed squared, S estimation and MM estimation. Based on the result, the R 2 of least trimmed squares, MM estimation and S estimation are 0.9990, 0.8185 and 0.9991 respectively. The three value of R 2 gave strong correlation and relation between variables, so it shown that strong good fit model. Based on the performance of R 2 that given above it can concluded that all three estimations were comparable.
